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Abstract. We address a multi-skill staffing problem in a call center where the agent skill sets
are exogenously specified and the call routing policy has well-specified features of overflow between
different agent types. Constraints are imposed on the service level for each call class, defined here
as the steady-state fraction of calls served within a given time threshold, where calls that abandon
after having waited for service less than the threshold are excluded. We develop an analytical ap-
proximation of these service levels, allowing an arbitrary overflow routing mechanism and allowing
customer abandonment. We then develop a two-stage heuristic that finds good solutions to math-
ematical programs with such constraints. The first stage uses search methods supported by the
approximation. Because service-level approximation errors may be substantial, we need simulation
for local adjustment of solution in a second stage. We solve realistic problems of varying size and
routing policy. Our approach is shown to be competitive with (and often better than) previously
available methods.
1 Introduction
Call centers usually handle several types of calls distinguished, for example, by the desired language
of communication or the level of skill necessary for delivering technical support. It is usually not
possible or cost-effective to train every agent (customer service representative) to be able to handle
every call class. Thus, frequently, one encounters a multi-skill call center, with various call classes
and also various agent types, usually defined according to their skill set, i.e., the subset of call classes
they can handle. Skill-based routing (SBR), or simply routing, refers to the rules that control the
call-to-agent and agent-to-call assignments. Most modern call centers perform skill-based routing
(Koole and Mandelbaum, 2002).
Call center managers routinely measure the center’s performance and set performance con-
straints. A commonly encountered performance measure is the service level (SL), usually defined
as the long-term fraction of calls whose waiting time is no larger than a given constant. Call center
planners face the problems of determining appropriate staffing levels and agent work schedules. In
a staffing problem, the day is divided into periods (e.g., 30 minutes each) and one simply decides
the number of agents of each type for each period. In a scheduling problem, a set of admissible work
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schedules is first specified, and the decision variables are the number of agents of each skill type in
each work schedule. This determines the staffing indirectly, while making sure that it corresponds
to a feasible set of work schedules.
Insights on the coordination of skill set design, staffing, and routing decisions for multi-skill
centers are offered by Wallace and Whitt (2005). First, endowing agents with two skills and
employing a routing that balances agents’ priorities over different call classes, they obtain service
levels that are essentially as good as for a system where all agents have all skills. That is, if
such a routing policy is practical, then training agents to have more than two skills adds little to
performance. Second, assuming control over agent skill sets, staffing counts, and routing, they meet
nearly exactly (i.e., do not exceed) target service levels set for each call class.
In this paper, we consider a single-period staffing problem where the agent skill sets and routing
rules are given. The routing policies we consider are of the (static) overflow routing family: Each
call class has an ordered list of agent types that can handle it; upon arrival, a call of that class is
assigned to the first agent type in this list that has an available agent, or else is placed in queue
(one queue per call class). Likewise, each agent type has an ordered list of call classes (queues) from
which to pick up calls when it becomes available. The problem is to minimize staffing costs subject
to a set of constraints on service levels (globally and per call class), assuming the center is in steady-
state. This problem was proposed to us by Bell Canada, a Canadian company whose call centers
serving Quebec and Ontario employ nearly 13,000 agents in total.The service level constraints are
quite important to them because governmental regulations impose huge fines to the company when
some of these constraints are not met on average over the month. The static routing rules may
be seen as restrictive, but they were also a request from the company; they wanted to have a tool
telling them what happens when they optimize under such constraints, with fixed routings and skill
sets. In general, lower costs can obviously be achieved by relaxing the routing rules and optimizing
the skill sets, so we do not necessarily recommend fixing these in practice. On the other hand, it is
not always possible to have agents with any (arbitrary) combination of skills. Single-period staffing
appears as a subproblem in several scheduling algorithms (Gans et al., 2003; Bhulai et al., 2007).
After formulating this problem as an integer programming optimization problem with linear
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objective function and nonlinear stochastic constraints (on the service levels), Cez¸ik and L’Ecuyer
(2007) developed and studied a general-purpose solution approach, based on ideas adapted from
Atlason et al. (2004a). They use integer programming with cutting planes; the cuts are obtained
by estimating subgradients of the service-level constraints with respect to the decision variables
(the number of agents of each type) via simulation. This method can handle arbitrarily complex
call-center operating conditions (for example, routing policies can be arbitrary, the system does
not need to be stationary, etc.). On the other hand, subgradient estimation by simulation is very
time-consuming. Accepting noisier estimates obtained from shorter simulations can save time, but
is more likely to return highly suboptimal solutions (Cez¸ik and L’Ecuyer, 2007).
The motivation behind the approach proposed here was to develop a quicker heuristic based on
approximations that could be computed analytically. However, good approximation formulas for
the service level in multi-skill call centers are not available. If we assume that the call center is a
loss system, i.e., there are no waiting queues and all calls that cannot be served immediately are
lost, then there are many approximations of the loss (or blocking) probability per call class. Koole
and Talim (2000) assume overflow routing and develop a parsimonious approximation; the key idea
is an approximate decomposition into subsystems whose state space is smaller and which are easier
to analyze. Koole et al. (2003) allow queueing and approximate the delay probability (i.e., that
delay is positive), based on this loss approximation and the relation between the loss probability in
the Erlang B system and the delay probability of the Erlang C system. This relation involves the
staffing, so their formula applies globally, but not per class. Better estimates of loss probabilities
can be obtained via two-moment approximations of the overflow process (the equivalent random
method, or Hayward’s approximation) (Cooper, 1981; Wolff, 1989; Chevalier et al., 2003, 2004); and
the method of Franx et al. (2006). These better methods restrict the overflow pattern (it cannot
be cyclical, as defined in Section 3.1).
Conceivably, one could think of approximating the service level as follows: Model the call center
as a loss system, approximate the loss probability per call class, and then approximate the service
level par call class from the estimated loss probability in the corresponding loss system. This could
make sense for systems in which most calls do not wait. But most modern call centers normally
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operate so that the fraction of calls that experience a positive delay in queue is considerable (Gans
et al., 2003), so it is unnatural to analyze such centers as loss systems.
Our first contribution in this paper is an approximation of the service level per class in a multi-
skill center with a special type of overflow routing. This loss-delay (LD) approximation exploits
ideas from Koole and Talim (2000) and goes beyond a loss system by incorporating queueing.
Essentially, it assumes that whenever a call is delayed, it waits in a queue for the last agent type
(skill set) in its list. The approximation has accuracy that varies across problems. Despite this, we
show that the approximation is useful as a support tool in a staffing-cost minimization algorithm.
We do this via examples where the routing policy has the overflow element but does not satisfy
the latter assumption (waiting at the last agent type). The routing policy was specified by our
industrial partner.
Our second contribution is a heuristic approach to the staffing problem. Key components are
appropriate initialization and neighborhood search methods supported by the LD approximation
in deciding neighbor feasibility and in selecting to which feasible neighbor to move. The first stage
of the search terminates with a solution that is locally optimal (relative to a certain neighborhood)
after a finite amount of work. The second stage uses local-search procedures supported by estimates
of service levels that are more accurate than the LD approximation and are obtained by simulation.
These procedures adjust the solution for feasibility or further cost reduction, evaluating only few
additional solutions. We solve realistic problems of varying size and find that our approach often
yields better solutions than that of Cez¸ik and L’Ecuyer (2007) when the computing budget is
limited. Although none of the two methods always dominates the other, the new heuristic is
definitely a useful addition to the toolbox for this class of problems.
We mention other related work on staffing optimization in multi-skill call centers. Harrison and
Zeevi (2005) and Bassamboo et al. (2004) study a call center with a doubly stochastic time-varying
arrival processes, in an asymptotic regime where the arrival rates increase faster than linearly, the
service and abandonment rates increase linearly, and the number of servers also increases toward
infinity. They show how to compute a staffing and routing policy that minimizes the costs of staffing
and abandonments (assumed to be linear in the service capacity and abandonment counts) in their
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limiting regime. They use stochastic fluid approximation to estimate these abandonment costs and
solve the problem by linear programming, assuming that a cost-optimal routing can be enforced
instantaneously over the entire operational horizon. It is unclear how their fluid approximation
could provide good estimates of the service levels (to solve our problem).
Wallace and Whitt (2005) assume no constraints on the choice of skill sets, except that each
agent has exactly two skills, one primary skill and one secondary skill. They optimize both the
staffing and the choice of skill sets, simultaneously. Their routing rule distinguishes agents by their
ordered pair of skills and is different than ours. They also assume that all agent types (skill sets)
have the same cost, which is not the case in our problem. Their algorithm exploits this assumption.
Their initial solution is constructed via the square root safety staffing formula, unlike ours. It is
possible to adapt their method by restricting the admissible skill sets, but there is still a difference
in the routing rules.
Pot et al. (2007) have another heuristic based on a combination of neighborhood search, sim-
ulation, and Lagrangean relaxation, to find a good staffing in the case of a single service-level
constraint. Since the service level is not a concave function of the staffing vector, they use a line
search (bisection) to optimize the Lagrange multiplier for the constraint. It is unclear how this can
be generalized to an efficient algorithm when there are multiple constraints.
The remainder is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formulate mathematical programs of
multi-skill staffing and scheduling and review related literature. Section 3.1 defines overflow routing
and a related policy. Sections 3.2 to 3.4 develop the LD approximation. Section 4 describes our
approach to the staffing problem and Section 5 details the solution of several problem instances.
In Section 6 we compare and contrast to alternative approaches, including an adaptation of the
method of Wallace and Whitt (2005); and replacing our approximation by that of Koole and Talim
(2000). Appendices contain additional details of our approach, including detailed algorithms and
an assessment of sensitivity to algorithm parameters.
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2 Formulation of staffing and scheduling problems
The sets of call classes and agent types areN = {1, . . . , n} andM = {1, . . . ,m}, respectively. There
are b time periods and s types of shifts; a shift is defined by specifying the time periods in which the
agent is available to handle calls. The cost vector is c = (c1,1, . . . , c1,s, . . . , cm,1, . . . , cm,s)
T, where
ci,q is the cost of an agent of type i having shift q, and “T” denotes vector transposition. Write
zi,q for the number of agents of type i having shift q and set z = (z1,1, . . . , z1,s, . . . , zm,1, . . . , zm,s)
T.
Write xi,p for the number of agents of type i that are available to handle calls in period p. Then the
staffing vector x = (x1,1, . . . , x1,b, . . . , xm,1, . . . , xm,b)
T satisfies x = Az where A is a block-diagonal
matrix with m identical blocks A˜, where the element (p, q) of A˜ is 1 if shift q covers period p, and
0 otherwise. Our definition of the service level (SL) of call class j during period p is
gj,p(x) =
E[# of type-j call arrivals in p that are served and wait at most τ ]
E[# of type-j call arrivals in p, except those that wait less than τ and abandon]
(1)
where “abandon” implies the call joined the queue—it was not lost immediately upon arrival; and τ
is a constant called the acceptable waiting time (AWT). In Appendix A.1, we consider an alternative
SL definition in which calls that are delayed by less than τ and abandon are not excluded; and we
provide formulas for its approximation. In our examples, the two measures of service level differed
by at most 2% in moderate-abandonment cases and negligibly in low-abandonment cases. Given
acceptable waiting times τp, τj, and τ , aggregate SLs are defined analogously and denoted gp(x),
gj(x) and g(x) for period p, call class j, and overall, respectively.
A formulation of the scheduling problem is
min cTz =
∑m
i=1
∑s
q=1 ci,qzi,q
subject to Az = x,
gj,p(x) ≥ lj,p for all j, p,
gp(x) ≥ lp for all p,
gj(x) ≥ lj for all j,
g(x) ≥ l,
z ≥ 0, and integer.
(P1)
where lj,p, lp, lj and l are given constants. The staffing problem is a relaxation of the scheduling
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problem where we assume that any staffing x is admissible. In a single-period staffing problem, we
have b = 1, c = (c1, . . . , cm)
T, where ci is the cost of an agent of type i, and x = (x1, . . . , xm)
T,
where xi is the number of agents of type i. The optimization problem then reduces to:
min cTx =
∑m
i=1 cixi
subject to gj(x) ≥ lj for all j,
g(x) ≥ l,
x ≥ 0, and integer.
(P2)
In the presence of abandonments, the SL functions g• are typically S-shaped in each coordinate, i.e.,
convex increasing below a certain threshold, and concave increasing above the threshold (Henderson
and Mason, 1998; Cez¸ik and L’Ecuyer, 2007). Adapting the method of Atlason et al. (2004a), Cez¸ik
and L’Ecuyer (2007) approximate optimal solutions of (P2) via iterative solution of integer programs
and addition of cuts (linear inequalities), each one being derived from an estimate of a subgradient
of g• obtained by simulation. The approach is heuristic: the cuts sometimes eliminate subsets of
the feasible set that include the optimal solution, because of the noise in the estimates and also
because these subgradient estimates (obtained by finite differences) would not necessarily be true
subgradients even if the simulation-estimation error were to vanish. Cez¸ik and L’Ecuyer (2007)
suggest practical heuristics around this and other problems.
Solving (P2) is a possible first step in solving the scheduling problem (P1). Pot et al. (2007)
propose a heuristic for (P1) that assumes availability of solutions to (P2) for each planning period.
They use Lagrangian relaxation and bisection search over the space of Lagrange multipliers to solve
special cases of (P2) with a single constraint. In this paper, we address (P2) in its generality.
3 Performance approximation under overflow routing
In this section we develop the loss-delay approximation of the service levels. We analyze an overflow-
type policy in which whenever a call is delayed, it waits in a queue served only by the last agent
type on the list. Under this policy, the approximation arises naturally. We do not claim that this
policy is efficient or that it is found in practice. We emphasize that the models we optimize do not
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need to have the wait-at-the-last-agent-type feature.
3.1 Overflow routing and approximation overview
We refer to station i as the ensemble of type-i agents. Agents within a station are indistinguishable.
For each call class j we have a list (an ordered set) of stations. Overflow routing means that upon
arrival, a class-j call is assigned to the first station in the list that has an available agent or else
is placed in queue. Whenever the assigned station is not the first one on the list, we say that an
overflow has occurred from station ranking l− 1 on the list to station ranking l on the list, for each
relevant l. The overflow-or-wait-at-last-station policy specifies additionally that each delayed call
is served only at the last station in its list.
As background for computational issues in Section 3.4, we characterize the routing by a directed
flow graph. The flow graph has a vertex for each station. All possible overflows from one station to
another are represented by directed arcs. A routing is called crossed whenever the flow graph has
a directed cycle. Such a situation might arise as follows. Call class 1 has high revenue-generation
potential; call class 2 has a service nature and low revenue-generation potential. Agents of type A
are stronger in selling services, and agents of type B are stronger in servicing. For class-1 calls, the
routing list {A,B} is attractive, with a view toward maximizing the flow of these calls to type-A
agents. The reverse agent order applies to class-2 calls. Thus, the flow graph has a directed cycle
between vertices A and B.
Here is an outline of the approximation. For each station i, the set of call classes that can be
served there is partitioned into two sets: Li contains classes that can overflow into another station;
and Di contains classes for which no overflow is possible (i.e., i is the last station on the call’s list).
Whenever both these sets are non-empty, i is a loss-delay station. Otherwise, i is a loss station when
all classes can overflow and a delay station when no class can overflow. Our basic building block
is the analysis of a loss-delay station. The sets Li and Di define respective arrival streams; when
no server is available, calls in the first stream can overflow, but the ones in the second must queue
for service in this station. We approximate these streams as independent Poisson processes and
analyze the station as a one-dimensional birth and death process. This is detailed in Sections 3.2
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and 3.3, where we allow and exclude customer abandonment, respectively. We obtain two related
approximations: LDA (abandonment) and LDN (no abandonment). The absence of abandonment
makes the second one less realistic but considerably faster to compute.
3.2 Analysis of a loss-delay station with abandonment
This section uses self-contained notation. The station is composed of s servers servicing calls
distinguished into types delay and loss, and there is a queue of finite capacity c. Arrival processes
for these classes are independent Poisson with rates λD and λL, respectively. Service times of delay
and loss calls are i.i.d. exponential random variables with mean 1/µD and 1/µL, respectively, and
independent of everything else. Server preemptions are not allowed. Loss calls that cannot be
immediately served upon arrival are lost. Delay calls abandon the system without receiving service
as soon as their time in queue equals their patience time. Call patience times are i.i.d exponential
random variables with mean 1/η, independent of everything else. Delay calls that find c calls in
queue upon arrival are lost.
Consider first the case µL = µD = µ. Let X(t) denote the number of calls in the station at
time t; this is the sum of loss calls in service and delay calls in the system, i.e., either in service
or in queue. The process X = {X(t) : t ≥ 0} is a birth and death process with finite state space,
{0, 1, 2, . . . , s+ c}; the birth rates λk and death rates µk are:
λk =
{
λD + λL, k = 0, 1, . . . , s− 1
λD, k = s, s+ 1, . . . , s+ c− 1
µk =
{
kµ, k = 1, 2, .., s
sµ+ (k − s)η, k = s+ 1, s+ 2 . . . , s+ c.
The stationary probabilities, pik = limt→∞ Pr{X(t) = k}, are pik(µ) = pi0
∏k
i=1(λi−1/µi), k =
1, 2, . . . , s+ c, where pi0(µ) =
(
1 +
∑s+c
k=1
∏k
i=1 λi−1/µi
)−1
(Ross, 1983, p. 154).
Our approximation for the general case (µL 6= µD) is based on an “effective” service rate found
by equating the input average service time to the output average service time determined by the
mix of service completions of the two types. To this end, note that delay-call service completions
occur at the rate λ˜D(µ) = λD[1 − pis+c(µ)] − η
∑c−1
k=1 kpis+k(µ), by counting arrivals minus losses
due to a full queue, minus losses via abandonment, and using PASTA (Poisson Arrivals See Time
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Averages) (Wolff, 1989). Thus, the effective service rate µ∗ must be a root of the function
h1(µ) =
w1(µ)
µD
+
1− w1(µ)
µL
− 1
µ
, (2)
where w1(µ) = λ˜D(µ)/[λ˜D(µ)+λL(1−BA(µ))] is the stationary fraction of service completions that
are of delay type and BA(µ) =
∑s+c
k=s pik(µ) is the blocking probability. The existence of a root and
a simple algorithmic solution follow from:
Proposition 1 The function h1 has at least one root in J = [min(µL, µD),max(µL, µD)].
Proof. It is easy to check that the function h1 is continuous with h1(min(µL, µD)) < 0 and
h1(max(µL, µD)) > 0. 
We use a result on the virtual waiting time, defined as the waiting time in queue that would be
spent by an infinitely patient customer. Write W for the stationary virtual waiting time.
Lemma 1 (Riordan, 1962, p. 110-111) Given that the system state upon arrival is X, we have
pk(µ, τ) = Pr {W > τ |X = s+ k} = ξφ
k∑
j=0
(φ)j(1− ξ)j
j!
, τ > 0, k ≥ 0, (3)
where φ = sµ/η, (φ)0 = 1, (φ)j = (φ)(φ+ 1) · · · (φ+ j − 1) for j ≥ 1, and ξ = e−ητ .
The probability that a delay call is lost upon arrival or its virtual waiting time exceeds the AWT
τ is
DA(τ) = pis+c(µ
∗) +
c−1∑
k=0
pis+k(µ
∗)pk(µ
∗, τ). (4)
Later, we combine this measure of service level (at the last station) with the probability of overflow
to this station (when applicable). This measure of service level is not entirely consistent with the
SL defined in (1). In Appendix A.1 we provide an approximation that is conceptually consistent
with (1). In our examples, the difference between the two approximation values was small and
did not appear to affect any of our conclusions. We prefer the one presented here because it is
much faster to compute. The long-run fraction of delay calls that abandon is 1 − λ˜D(µ∗)/λD.
Observe that a pure-loss station is a special case of a loss-delay station with λD = 0, µ
∗ = µL; and
a pure-delay station is the special case λL = 0, µ
∗ = µD.
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3.3 Analysis of a loss-delay station without abandonment
We modify the setup of section 3.2, now specifying no abandonment and an infinite queue capacity.
The analysis is similar, so we only state the main formulas. If µL = µD = µ and λD < sµ, then X is
a birth and death process with infinite state space, {0,1, 2, ...}. Here, the work needed to compute
the stationary distribution is O(s) because the stationary probabilities of states above s decay
geometrically. This contrasts with the model with abandonment, where there is no geometric
structure, the same task takes O(s + c) work, and a finite queue capacity is a necessity. The
blocking probability is B(µ) = pissµ/(sµ − λD), where pis = pi0ρs/s! with ρ = (λL + λD)/µ and
pi0 =
{∑s−1
k=0 ρ
k/k! + (ρs/s!)sµ/(sµ− λD)
}−1
.
For the general case µD 6= µL, we again find an effective service rate. If λD ≥ sµD, then X
is not positive recurrent and the station is unstable. In the remainder, assume λD < sµD. Define
h(µ) = w(µ)/µD + (1−w(µ))/µL − 1/µ for µ > λD/s, where w(µ) = λD/[λD + λL(1−B(µ))], and
define I = (µ1, µ2], with µ1 = max (λD/s,min(µL, µD)) and µ2 = max(µL, µD). We have:
Proposition 2 Assume λD < sµD. For any µ in I, the process X is positive recurrent. The
function h has at least one root in I. If µD > µL, then the root is unique.
The proof of Proposition 2 is in Appendix A.4. The counterparts of functions BA and DA (of
Section 3.2) are B(µ∗) and D(τ ; s, λL, λD, µL, µD) =B(µ
∗)e−τ(sµ
∗−λD), respectively, where µ∗ is a
root of h. The function D above shows all the inputs and is referred to in Appendix A.1.
3.4 The loss-delay approximation
For each call class j, we have arrival rate λj, abandonment rate ηj, and the routing list (ordered
set) Rj . The service rate of type j at station i is µi,j. We also have a staffing x = (xi)mi=1. The
term arrival to a station encompasses both exogenous arrivals and overflows. We approximate: the
process of type-j arrivals to station i as being Poisson with rate γi,j ; and the blocking probability,
Bi, whenever i is a pure-loss or loss-delay station. Write p(i, j) for the station immediately preceding
i in the list of call class j. The LDA approximation requires:
γi,j =
{
λj , whenever i is first in Rj
γp(i,j),jBp(i,j), whenever p(i, j) exists
(5)
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γi,L =
∑
j∈Li
γi,j,
1
µi,L
=
∑
j∈Li
γi,j
γi,L
1
µi,j
whenever Li is non-empty, (6)
γi,D =
∑
j∈Di
γi,j,
1
µi,D
=
∑
j∈Di
γi,j
γi,D
1
µi,j
, η˜i =
∑
j∈Di
γi,j
γi,D
ηj whenever Di is non-empty (7)
Bi = BA (xi, γi,L, γi,D, µi,L, µi,D, η˜i, ci) whenever Li is non-empty, (8)
where: BA is the blocking probability from Section 3.2 (the notation here shows all the function
inputs); and ci = max(dψ√xie, 10), where ψ is a queue-size control parameter (this formula is
motivated later). The overflow equations in (5) state that the class-j overflow rate to station
i equals the class-j arrival rate to the station immediately preceding i in the routing times the
blocking probability at that station. In (7), parameters γi,D, µi,D, and η˜i of the aggregate delay
stream are based on the analogous parameters of the constituent call classes; and similarly in (6)
for the loss stream. The LDA approximation of class-j SL, with AWT τj , is
gˆj(x, τj) = 1−
γ`(j),j
λj
D`(j)(τj), τj > 0, (9)
where `(j) is the last station in Rj and D`(j)(·) is the function (4) applied to this station. The
global service level approximation is gˆ(x, τ) =
∑
j∈N λj gˆj(x; τ)/(
∑
j∈N λj). LDA approximations
of other common performance measures are given in Appendix A.0. The approximated arrival
(overflow) rate of each call type to its last station parallels that of Koole and Talim (2000) (KT);
the overflow equations (5) are the same, except that the blocking probabilities differ in upstream
stations having a delay stream.
The LDN approximation makes obvious modifications: we replace the functions BA and DA by
their counterparts B and D in Section 3.3, respectively.
Several steps are heuristic. The two aggregate arrival streams at each station are treated as
being Poisson and independent, which typically fails to hold when overflows are involved. Taking
weighted averages of service-time means and patience-time rates in (6) and (7) is a heuristic (to
keep the birth and death state space one-dimensional). To motivate our choice to average means
in one case and rates in the other case, suppose first that we have two classes with abandonment
rates ηj , j = 1, 2 and weight 1/2 each, where η1 = 1. Let  be a number small compared to
1, and consider first the case η2 = . The average patience is (1/ + 1)/2 ≈ 1/(2), implying
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the small rate 2, whereas the average rate is ( + 1)/2 ≈ 1/2; as  → 0, averaging rates seems
preferable. The situation is reversed if η2 = 1/ (i.e., large compared to 1): the average patience,
( + 1)/2 ≈ 1/2, implies the rate 2, whereas the average rate, (1/ + 1)/2 ≈ 1/(2), is large; here,
as → 0, averaging means seems preferable. However, this second situation is expected to be less
common in call centers, since the fraction of calls who abandon is usually very small. Also note
that (
∑
i wiµ
−1
i )
−1 <
∑
i wiµi whenever 0 < wi < ∞, 0 < µi < ∞, and the µi’s are not all equal
(by Jensen’s inequality). Thus, averaging service-time means is conservative relative to averaging
rates. The formula ci = max(ψ
√
xi, 10) following (8) aims for economy of computation relative to
setting a large ci for all stations. A rough justification is that the stationary number of customers
in an infinite-server Markovian queue is Poisson-distributed (so the standard deviation equals the
square root of the mean) and the anticipation that in solutions of interest, each xi is of the order
of this mean. The idea, then, is that we hope to make ci a state of small probability for each i
whenever xi is moderately large (say, 25 or more) by appropriate selection of ψ (in our examples,
we set ψ = 2). For the xi that fail this rough criterion, the infinite-server argument is less reliable,
so we imposed the lower bound 10 at the outset.
Figure 1 specifies an iterative algorithm that converges, under certain conditions, to a solution
to (5)–(8). In summary, the algorithm initializes the overflow rates to zero and computes iteratively
(5)–(8) until the change in the blocking probabilities is deemed small enough. Koole and Talim
(2000) employ a similar technique in a two-station loss system. In the LDN approximation, if for
some k and i we have γ
(k)
i,D ≥ xiµ(k)i,D, then station i and the system are declared indeterminate;
if the flow graph is acyclic, this means that station i is unstable in the model of Section 3.3.
When running this algorithm, we may have to settle for an approximate solution by relaxing the
convergence criterion. We do this as follows: if (10) fails at k = kU, then we double kU and reiterate
(go to step 2); if (10) fails again at the doubled kU, then we reiterate for at most 10 iterations,
doubling  in each iteration. In our experiments, this happened only on rare occasions.
In Proposition 3, we prove that the algorithm of Figure 1 converges to a solution of (5)–(8),
under certain conditions on the service rates and abandonment rates. These conditions imply that
the rates γ
(k)
i,j and the blocking probability B
(k)
i are monotone increasing in k, and the convergence
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Algorithm LD:
Restriction: µj > 0 and ηj > 0 for all j.
Select:  (convergence tolerance), kU (number of iterations), ψ (controls queue size).
1. γ
(0)
i,j = 0 whenever p(i, j) exists
γ
(k)
i,j = λj for all k, whenever i is first in Rj
B
(0)
i = 0 for all i
k = 1.
2. Compute iterated overflows:
γ
(k)
i,j = γ
(k−1)
p(i,j),jB
(k−1)
p(i,j) whenever p(i, j) exists.
3. Aggregate parameters by station and stream type (loss or delay):
γ
(k)
i,L =
∑
j∈Li
γ
(k)
i,j ,
1
µ
(k)
i,L
=
∑
j∈Li
γ
(k)
i,j
γ
(k)
i,L
1
µi,j
whenever Li is non-empty.
γ
(k)
i,D =
∑
j∈Di
γ
(k)
i,j ,
1
µ
(k)
i,D
=
∑
j∈Di
γ
(k)
i,j
γ
(k)
i,D
1
µi,j
, η˜
(k)
i =
∑
j∈Di
γ
(k)
i,j
γ
(k)
i,D
ηj whenever Di is non-empty.
4. Compute blocking probabilities:
B
(k)
i = BA
(
xi, γ
(k)
i,L , γ
(k)
i,D, µ
(k)
i,L , µ
(k)
i,D, η˜
(k)
i , ci
)
whenever Li is non-empty.
where ci = max(dψ√xie, 10).
5. Convergence criterion:
max
i:Li 6=∅
∣∣∣B(k)i −B(k−1)i ∣∣∣ < . (10)
If (10) holds, then return the current rates γ
(k)
i,j as an approximate solution;
else, if k < kU, then k ← k + 1 and go to 2;
else, k ← k + 1, increase kU and/or increase  and go to 2.
Figure 1: Algorithm to compute an exact or approximate solution for staffing (xi)
m
i=1.
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proof then follows by exploiting this monotonicity in an induction argument. Without these con-
ditions (and the monotonicity), a convergence proof appears more complicated, but we think that
convergence to a solution should occur in most practical cases (where there are abandonments).
Proposition 3 Suppose that for each station, the classes in the loss and delay streams have com-
mon service rates.
1. (LDA approximation.) Suppose that for each station, the classes in the delay stream have
common abandonment rate. Then there exist limits γi,j = limk→∞ γ
(k)
i,j , and likewise for all
other quantities with superscripts in Figure 1. The limits satisfy (5)–(8).
2. (LDN approximation.) Replace the function BA in Figure 1 by its counterpart B. Unless the
system is declared indeterminate, the analogous limits exist and solve the analogous equations.
Proof. For part 2, we assume the system is not declared indeterminate (otherwise, there is
nothing to prove). Define ∆γ
(k)
i,j = γ
(k)
i,j − γ(k−1)i,j and ∆B(k)` = B(k)` −B(k−1)` .
First, we prove by induction on k that
∆γ
(k)
i,j ≥ 0 and ∆B(k)` ≥ 0 for all i, j, ` and for all k ≥ 1. (11)
This is obviously true for k = 1. Assume that (11) holds for a given k. Observe that whenever i is
first in Rj, we have ∆γ(k)i,j = 0 for all k. Otherwise (i.e., if p(i, j) exists), for all k ≥ 1, we have
∆γ
(k+1)
i,j = γ
(k)
p(i,j),j
B
(k)
p(i,j)
− γ(k−1)
p(i,j),j
B
(k−1)
p(i,j)
= γ
(k)
p(i,j),j
∆B
(k)
p(i,j)
+B
(k−1)
p(i,j)
∆γ
(k)
p(i,j),j
≥ 0.
The non-negativity of ∆γ
(k+1)
i,j implies γ
(k+1)
i,L − γ(k)i,L ≥ 0 and γ(k+1)i,D − γ(k)i,D ≥ 0 for all i. Combining
this with our assumptions on common service rates and common abandonment rates, and the fact
that the functions BA and B are increasing in λL and λD when all other arguments are fixed, we
obtain that ∆B
(k+1)
i ≥ 0 for all i, in LDA and LDN. This completes the induction.
Since the sequence {γ(k)i,j }∞k=1 is obviously upper-bounded by λj (easily seen by induction on
k), limk→∞ γ
(k)
i,j must exist for each i and j, in LDA and LDN. Moreover, since each B
(k)
i is a
continuous function of γ
(k)
i,L , γ
(k)
i,D, µ
(k)
i,L , µ
(k)
i,D, and η˜
(k)
i , and since these are continuous functions of
certain γ
(k)
i,j , all these sequences have limits that together satisfy (5)–(8). 
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Algorithm LD can generally be made more efficient. In the special case of an acyclic flow
graph, it can even be streamlined into a quick computational scheme that gives the exact solution
in a single iteration. This is only summarized here; see Chan (2006) for a complete treatment.
In the general case, one can first partition the flow graph into its strongly connected components,
via standard algorithms (Aho et al., 1974, p. 189-195). Second, one finds a permutation Π of the
components such that all overflows occur along increasing Π value. If the flow graph is acyclic (each
component is one of the stations), then the solution is unique and can be computed by executing
(5)–(8) in the order i = Π(1), then i = Π(2), and so on, until i = Π(m). Otherwise, it suffices
to apply a restricted version of Algorithm LD to each of the components, in the order given by
the permutation. The assumptions of Proposition 3 can be weakened: to ensure convergence to
a solution, it suffices to have common parameters in each station within a component, but not
necessarily across components.
4 Multi-skill staffing by search methods
Our method is supported by an evaluator of service levels. Here, we assume that an evaluator is
available without specifying one. An incumbent, i.e., current solution, is maintained throughout.
A solution is called E-(in)feasible and SIM-(in)feasible depending on its (in)feasibility for (P2), as
deemed by the evaluator and simulation, respectively; in general, these do not coincide with exact
(in)feasibility. An outline of the staffing algorithm is given in Figure 2.
We now discuss the algorithm components, leaving out details to pseudocodes in Appendix A.1.
Solution vectors are denoted x, where xi is the i-th component; ej is the j-th unit m-vector.
Stage 0: Initialization. Our proposed method is as follows: (1) For each call class, allocate
(split) the arrival rate to the various stations: send a fraction β (0 ≤ β ≤ 1) to the cheapest
feasible station; and split the remaining fraction 1− β evenly among all other feasible stations; (2)
Compute parameters of the aggregate arrival stream in each station, based on the arrival streams
from step 1; (3) View each station as Markovian (M/M/s/M) and independent of all other stations,
and set its staffing to the smallest possible subject to an SL of at least ξ; and (4) If this solution
fails to be E-feasible, then it is increased until it yields an E-feasible one. The rationale above is
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Algorithm Staff:
Stage 0. (Initialization) Construct a solution that is E-feasible.
Stage 1. (Neighborhood search). Until a termination condition is true, do:
1a. Select a positive integer move size q.
1b. Consider removing q agents of the same type, for each possible type; if at least one of
these solutions is E-feasible, then select a new incumbent among them and repeat the
Until statement.
1c. Consider removing q agents of some type and adding q agents of a less expensive type;
if at least one of these solutions is E-feasible, then select a new incumbent among them.
Stage 2a. If necessary, adjust the incumbent toward SIM-feasibility.
Stage 2b. Attempt to reduce the cost of the SIM-feasible incumbent.
Figure 2: Outline of the staffing algorithm
to roughly control the total number of agents via ξ and the fraction of low-cost agents via β. In
all our experiments, setting ξ = l (the global SL target) yielded an E-feasible solution after step
3, so step 4 was unnecessary. The details, including two alternatives for step 4, are in Procedure
Init in Appendix A.1. Appendix A.2 contains experimental results for this and other initialization
methods, concluding that there is occasional sensitivity to the initial solution and that the proposed
method is effective.
Stage 1: Neighborhood Search.
Step 1b: Consider agent removal. We are given the incumbent x and a move size q. Consider
the set of solutions obtained by removing q agents of a single type; denote it X1(x, q) = {y :
y = x − qei, xi ≥ q} and call it a remove neighborhood. These solutions are evaluated; if at least
one is E-feasible, then the new incumbent is the one minimizing the ratio of global-SL decrease
to cost decrease, where the global-SL decrease is estimated by the evaluator; otherwise, we have
determined that X1(x, q) contains no E-feasible solutions. Step 1b is implemented as function
Remove in Appendix A.1.
Step 1c: Consider agent switching. We are given the incumbent x and a move size q. We select an
agent type i to be reduced, called pivot, via a rule specified below. Consider the set of solutions
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obtained by decreasing xi by q and increasing the number of agents of a less-expensive type by q;
denote it X2(x, q, i) = {y : y = x − qei + qej, xi ≥ q, cj < ci} and call it a cost-reducing switch
neighborhood. These solutions are evaluated; if at least one is E-feasible, then the new incumbent
is set by the same minimization criterion as during agent removal; otherwise, we have determined
that all elements of X2(x, q, i) are E-infeasible. To explain the pivot selection rule, suppose we were
to consider all possible pivots; then in the worst case we would have to evaluate O(m2) neighbors
for the typical incumbent, which may be prohibitive. (This calculation assumes that for the typical
incumbent, there are O(m) possible pivots and for each of these pivots there are O(m) candidates
to increment.) Indeed, considering all pivots led to unacceptably large work in our Example 2, in
Section 5.2, where m = 89. The set of candidate pivots is P = {i : xi ≥ q, q∗i > q}, where q∗i is the
smallest q such that all elements of X2(x, q, i) are known (from previous steps) to be E-infeasible;
this is justified in Proposition 4 below. The pivot is selected randomly, uniformly over P. Step 1c
is implemented as function Switch in Appendix A.1.
Stage 1 termination and move size selection. We define normal termination (of stage 1) to mean
that the incumbent x is locally optimal in the sense that X1(x, 1) and ∪i:xi≥1X2(x, 1, i) contain
no E-feasible solutions. In words, every possible removal of one agent and every possible cost-
reducing switch between two agents is deemed infeasible. Otherwise, we have early termination;
this happens when a work (CPU time) limit is reached before normal termination occurs. The move
size q in step 1a is a positive integer that is no larger than maxi xi and is equal to 1 with positive
probability. Appendix A.3 provides an experimental assessment of different move-size selection
rules (both deterministic and random) and finds little sensitivity.
Stage 2: Simulation-based adjustment. The solution after Stage 1 may be infeasible or
suboptimal as a consequence of evaluator error. Thus, we turn to simulation as the evaluator and
use local search to correct infeasibility and/or further reduce the cost, as explained below. By
design, only few solutions are examined. Below, gˆj is the estimated class-j service level and fˆi,j is
the estimated rate of type-j service completions at station i.
Stage 2a. The first thing we do is to simulate the incumbent of Stage 1. If the incumbent has
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class-specific constraint violations, then these are first addressed. The main steps are: find the
class j∗ with maximum violation; find the agent type i∗ whose fraction of busy time spent serving
class j∗ is maximum, i.e., i∗ = arg maxi:xi>0(fˆi,j∗/µi,j∗)/
∑
j∈Si
(fˆi,j/µi,j); and add one agent of this
type. This is continued until the constraints for all classes are satisfied. If the resulting incumbent
violates the global constraint, then we iteratively add one agent of the type that maximizes the
occupancy-to-cost ratio, until this constraint is satisfied. This yields a SIM-feasible solution. This
is implemented as Procedure SIMAdd in Appendix A.1.
Stage 2b. We seek to reduce cost subject to maintaining SIM-feasibility, considering only single-
agent removals. We maintain a list of agent types that are candidates for removal. While the
list is non-empty, we: (1) calculate a measure of “excess capacity” for each agent type in the list:
χi =
∑
j∈Si
wi,j(gˆj − lj), where wi,j is the estimated fraction of type-i agents’ busy time that is
spent serving type-j calls; (2) sort the list by decreasing value of χici; (3) simulate the solution
obtained by removing one agent of the type at the top of the list; if it is SIM-feasible, then set
it as the new incumbent and reconsider the entire list (i.e., continue the While statement above);
otherwise, remove this type from the list and repeat step 3 above. This is implemented as Procedure
SIMRemove in Appendix A.1.
The algorithm description is complete. We now establish results on the neighborhood search
and discuss enhancements.
Properties of neighborhood search. Write g˜• for the evaluator’s estimates of the service-level
functions g•. For any given solution x, we consider the condition
[g˜j(x− q1ei + q1ek) < g˜j(x)] ⇒ [g˜j(x− q2ei + q2ek) ≤ g˜j(x− q1ei + q1ek) for all q2 > q1] (12)
for any class j and agent types i, k with ci > ck. In words, this condition means that if some
approximate service level g˜j decreases after a switch of size q1, then it decreases by at least as much
for all larger switch sizes. Condition (12) does not always hold in general for arbitrary solutions.
For instance, it is possible to construct examples where g˜j(x− qei + qek) is U-shaped as a function
of q for some j, in which case the condition fails. However, these examples are not typical of a
well-behaved call center.
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Proposition 4 1. Normal termination of stage 1 occurs after a finite number of evaluations.
2. Suppose that (12) holds for the incumbent solution x after normal termination. Then ∪q≥1∪i:xi≥q
X2(x, q, i) contains no E-feasible solutions.
Proof. Write x
(1)
i for the i-th component of the initial solution. Since only cost-reducing moves are
accepted, the possible incumbents are contained inK = {x : x integer-valued m-vector, ∑mi=1 cixi <
c(1)}, where c(1) = ∑mi=1 c1x(1)i ; and an element of K can become incumbent at most once. Thus,
the number of incumbents is at most |K|. For each incumbent, there are at most ∑mi=1 x(1)i = q˜
possible move sizes; and for each incumbent and move size, there are at most m possible removals
and at most m2 possible switches. Thus, stage 1 requires at most |K|q˜(m+m2) evaluations. In the
special case where q = 1, this bound improves to |K|(m +m2).
For Part 2, normal termination guarantees that q∗i = 1 for all i with xi ≥ 1. Under the
condition, q∗i ≤ q implies that X2(x, q, i) contains no E-feasible solutions for each i, and the result
follows. 
Multistart. A start means running the algorithm once. Multistart means we run the algorithm
multiple times, each one differing in the initial solution, and retain the cost-minimal solution.
Because of simulation noise, each run yields a solution that has small positive probability of being
infeasible (despite being SIM-feasible). As the number of runs increases, the retained solution is
more likely to be infeasible (because of selection bias). This suggests avoiding an excessively large
number of runs (starts).
Work allocation to stages and runs. We control stage-1 work by setting a CPU time limit.
Stage 2 work is well modeled as κ2T (NA + NR), where T is the number of simulated hours per
solution; NA and NR are the number of solutions simulated in stages 2a and 2b, respectively; and
κ2 is the work per simulation of 1 hour of operation. We found empirically conservative estimates
E[NA] ≤ 3√ρ and E[NR] ≤ 3√ρ + m, where the aggregate load is ρ =
∑
j∈N ρj and ρj = λj/µj
is the class-j load, where µj is a station-independent class-j service rate (the formula would need
adjustment otherwise). These estimates and knowledge of κ2 allow roughly controlling stage-2
work via T . In multistart, an even-split rule is simple and reasonable: split the remaining work
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budget evenly across starts and across stages, i.e., for each run i = 1, 2, . . . , k, allocate to stage 1
the fraction 1/[2(k − i+ 1)] of the budget, then allocate to stage 2 the fraction 1/[2(k − i) + 1] of
the budget.
The approach generalizes easily to formulations with constraints on performance measures other
than service level, as long as the evaluator provides reasonable estimates. See Appendix A.1 for
the LD approximation of abandonment fractions and mean waiting times for each call class.
5 Numerical comparison to the cutting-plane-and-simulation ap-
proach
To solve (P2) in its generality, i.e., with multiple constraints, the only method we know is that of
Cez¸ik and L’Ecuyer (2007) (CP). We therefore compare our approach (RS) to CP. We discuss
in detail two examples that arose in collaboration with Bell Canada. We also experimented with
other examples, but the ones we discuss summarize adequately our findings.
Assessing solution feasibility and algorithm performance. We assess algorithm performance over
a wide range of algorithm work (CPU time). Work is controlled by the number of simulated hours
of operation T (beyond a warm-up period). We remarked that both approaches deliver infeasible
solutions with non-negligible frequency, even under a large work budget. To assess solution quality
in light of this, we do a number of independent runs with each approach, and check the final
solution’s feasibility by a simulation that is more accurate than during optimization (T = 12800
hours of operation in apparent steady-state). The empirical optimum is the lowest-cost solution
found, across runs and the two approaches, that passes this feasibility test. In some cases, we
made small manual corrections (adding one or two agents) to get feasibility for a nearly-feasible
low-cost solution. The true optimum is unknown. For each approach, we report: (a) the minimum
and median cost of the feasible solutions only; the number of runs for which the solution is: (b)
feasible and within 1% of the empirical optimum (P ∗1 ); (c) within 1% of this cost, regardless of
feasibility (P1); (d) feasible, regardless of cost (P
∗); and (e) the average maximum relative constraint
violation in percent, G¯, i.e., the average of 100max{[l − g(x∗)]/l, [lj∗ − gj∗(x∗)]/lj∗} conditional
on the solution x∗ being infeasible, where j∗ = arg maxj∈N [lj − gj(x∗)] is the critical class. To
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our knowledge, the frequency and size of the infeasibility has not been assessed in previous related
work. Atlason et al. (2004b) accept the final solution as being feasible if its service level is at least
75% when the constraint is 80%; Green et al. (2001) also allow a substantial violation; Cez¸ik and
L’Ecuyer (2007) also observe solution infeasibility.
We now summarize call center parameters, algorithm implementation, and general behavior
that apply to all examples.
Call center parameters. The default time unit is one hour. The customer patience is exponential.
We have no reliable estimates of customer patience and we want to test the algorithm performance.
We therefore consider two highly different cases for the rate: η = 20 per hour (abandonment) and
η = 0.02 (very low abandonment). The cost of an agent with s+ 1 skills is 1 + 0.05s. We have a
global SL target l = 0.80 and acceptable waiting time τj = τ = 20 seconds.
CP implementation. We used parameter values suggested in Cez¸ik and L’Ecuyer (2007); see
Appendix A.5. Solution quality was sometimes sensitive to parameters and fine-tuning these is
beyond our scope. In our large problem, solving the integer program (IP) to optimality required
work that was often excessive. Thus, we consider two variants: (i) solve the IP exactly (CPIP);
and (ii) solve the linear programming (LP) relaxation and then round up each variable in the final
solution (CPLP). We did not use multistart with CP because the work per start is generally high.
RS implementation. Labels CC1A and CC1L will refer to Example 1 with moderate and very
low abandonment, respectively, and use of the LDA and LDN approximation, respectively; and
likewise for Example 2. Our experience is that LDN dominated LDA in problems with very low
abandonment, in the sense that it led to better solutions for similar work or faster execution for
similar solution quality. The approximation accuracy is  = 10−4 and kU = 400. In the LDA
variant, we set ψ = 2. Requiring higher accuracy or increasing the queue size in LDA (via ψ) did
not produce noticeable differences. Multistart was applied; the initial solution was constructed with
ξ = 0.8 (the global SL target) and a different β in each start; the number of starts was increased
ad-hoc with the work budget. The move size was max(1, round(X)), where X is an exponential
random variable with mean equal to the median of the incumbent’s elements. Work allocation to
starts and stages followed the even-split rule and was such that total work is comparable to CP.
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Effect of early termination. In side experiments, early termination had a negative effect on final
cost. In CC2A, normal termination gave a median gap to empirical optimum of about 2.4%, while
limiting the stage-1 work to 10% of the average work to normal termination led to a gap of 5.3%.
A similar but weaker effect was present in CC2L. One remedy is to speed up the LD approximation
by requiring lower accuracy. This means that for a fixed amount of time allocated to Stage 1, more
solutions are examined and normal termination is more likely to occur. We did that for CC2A.
Computing platform and tools. All experiments were done on a 2.0GHz AMD Opteron processor
running Linux; we used SUN Java Development Toolkit, version 1.4.2. Linear and integer programs
were solved by CPLEX, version 9.0. Our call-center simulator is likely to be much faster than typical
(e.g., commercial) simulators (Buist and L’Ecuyer, 2005); thus, our comparison favors CP because
this approach is more simulation-intensive than ours.
5.1 Example 1: a medium-size center
The following is an artificial example based on discussions with our industrial partner. We use
different minimal service levels per call type for illustrative purposes. There are 7 call classes and
10 agent types, each having 1 or 2 skills. Overflow routing is acyclic and the data are: R1 =
{1},R2 = {1, 3},R3 = {2, 4},R4 = {5, 4, 3, 6},R5 = {7, 6, 8, 9},R6 = {9} and R7 = {10, 8}.
Agent type 1 gives priority to class 1 over 2. Agent type 3 gives priority to class 2 over 4. Except
when priority applies, calls are served in the order of their arrival (FIFO). We have target service
levels (lj)
7
j=1 = (.80, .80, .80, .75, .60, .60, .60), arrival rates (λj)
7
j=1 = (200, 133, 323, 760, 95, 10, 380),
and service rates varying by call class only: (µj)
7
j=1 = (7.7, 7.7, 7.5, 7.7, 15, 7.7, 15). The aggregate
load is 218. The empirical optimal costs for examples CC1L and CC1A are 241.30 and 222.65,
respectively.
Stage 1 empirical data and algorithm parameters. Stage 1 work for a single start averaged a
few seconds. Early termination was unnecessary. At the end of Stage 1, the approximation usually
overestimated the SL. In the low-abandonment case (CC1L), this solution did not require much
adjustment and its cost usually differed by less than 2% from the final cost. In the other case
(CC1A), the stage-1 cost was about 10% lower than the final cost, and a much bigger adjustment
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was necessary in stage 2. Multistart was applied with β ∈ {0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}.
Case Algo. T CPUavg Min. Med. P
∗
1 P1 P
∗ G¯
cost cost
RS 25 55s 224.40 224.85 2 30 4 1.7
1 CPIP 25 2m15s 222.95 225.75 3 16 11 3.0
CPLP 25 30s 225.05 227.08 0 14 6 2.6
RS 640 17m10s 223.20 224.10 19 27 22 0.3
4 CPIP 640 15m29s 223.25 224.58 8 21 14 0.5
CPLP 1280 17m26s 223.05 224.70 14 22 23 0.6
RS 1920 54m02s 223.25 224.40 15 23 24 0.2
5 CPIP 2560 59m12s 223.00 224.05 22 31 23 0.2
CPLP 3840 57m30s 223.85 224.85 12 17 24 0.3
Table 1: Problem CC1A: Comparison of RS to CP based on 32 runs. CPUavg is the average CPU
time per run, in minutes (m) and seconds (s).
Comparison to CP. Table 1 contains results for CC1A. We omit results for intermediate work
budgets because they tended to interpolate the presented ones and did not reveal additional infor-
mation. We see that infeasibility occurs with non-negligible frequency, and this persists up to our
largest work budget. However, the expected constraint violation conditional on infeasibility, G¯, is
small and decreases steadily with work. In view of this, we declare a solution (obtained in a single
run) as “good” if it is within 1% of the empirical optimum, regardless of feasibility. The main
result is: as the work budget becomes smaller, RS delivers a good solution more frequently than
CP (higher P1 values seen in cases 1 and 4). Performance differences become smaller as the budget
increases (case 5). Staffing solutions occasionally differed substantially between the approaches.
In the low-abandonment problem CC1L, performance differences were smaller, but our approach
showed again an advantage under smaller budgets (detailed results omitted). In the empirical
optimum, the fraction of calls that abandon was about 5.5% in CC1A and 0.03% in CC1L.
5.2 Example 2: a large center
This example was provided by our industrial partner about three years ago. They gave us the call
types, the skill sets, and the routing rules. For each call class, they also provided the number of
calls that arrived and the aggregate call handling time over a short period of time. From this, we
estimated the (class-specific) mean service times; the arrival rates were then scaled proportionately
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so that the aggregate load is 500. Exactly the same example was used by Cez¸ik and L’Ecuyer
(2007). Of all problems we tried, this was the most difficult. The complete data for this example
is available at http://www.iro.umontreal.ca/~lecuyer/papers.html, next to the entry of this
paper.
There are 65 call classes and 89 agent types. The arrival rates vary from 1.046 to 416.6. Except
for 9 classes whose aggregate load is below 3, the service rates are between 4.32 and 12.79. This is
a virtual call center with two distinct physical locations. We distinguish calls by both the location
and needed skill, so for a given skill there are two call classes, depending on the call location.
Frequently needed skills are found at both locations. The first location has 22 call classes and 15
agent types; the second location has 43 call classes and 74 agent types. The number of skills per
agent ranges from 1 to 24. Upon call arrival, a call may be immediately assigned only to a local
agent. If no local agent is available, then the call is placed in a local queue; as soon as the call has
spent 6 seconds in queue, the ACD tries to assign it again, this time considering both local and
remote agents, and preferring local ones. In the routing list, local agent types precede remote agent
types, inducing cycles in the flow graph; within each location, lower number of agent skills comes
first, and ties are broken arbitrarily. Of all agents of the same type, the individual agent selected is
the one with longest idle time. Whenever an agent becomes free, he/she selects a call by favoring
the local queue and by FIFO selection within each queue. The service level target is 50% for each
class. We selected this value to reflect that the company usually wants to impose some mild target
for each call class, to rule out solutions in which certain classes receive very poor service.
Stage 1 empirical data and algorithm parameters. Stage 1 work varied considerably and averaged
440 seconds for CC2L and 540 seconds for CC2A. Early termination was necessary on several runs
for CC2A. Multistart was applied with β ∈ {0.6, 0.8} except for the largest work budget, where
this set is {0.2, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}. The cost gaps between the solutions after Stage 1 and Stage
2 are similar to those in Example 1.
Comparison to CP. Table 2 contains the main results. RS∗ denotes reduced LD accuracy
( = 10−3). The work budgets are larger than Example 1 because the output is noisier. A clear
pattern emerges: our approach yields lower-cost solutions than CP for all work budgets except
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Ab Case Algo. T CPUavg Min. Med. P
∗
1 P1 P
∗ G¯
cost cost
1 RS 80 24m52s 660.55 663.60 3 10 6 13.6
CP 25 22m51s 668.75 668.75 0 4 1 20.0
L 2 RS 320 45m44s 657.95 663.00 2 13 3 5.7
CP 80 58m10s 677.20 677.20 0 6 1 15.7
3 RS 1280 435m31s 657.20 659.50 9 15 9 1.9
CP 960 567m52s 657.35 659.45 6 14 7 2.3
RS 25 52m01s 612.65 615.05 0 1 3 7.0
1 RS* 25 30m08s 608.80 613.32 0 0 6 7.4
CP 25 27m15s 631.10 634.65 0 0 3 8.6
RS 160 96m56s 608.85 611.35 0 0 7 1.5
A 3 RS* 160 46m12s 607.25 610.35 0 0 7 2.8
CP 80 60m21s 616.25 621.95 0 0 3 8.3
RS 640 804m25s 606.10 608.52 0 0 8 2.4
4 RS* 640 420m16s 605.65 607.68 1 4 8 1.1
CP 640 295m10s 605.20 613.25 1 5 5 2.0
Table 2: Example 2: Comparison of RS to CP based on 16 runs. ‘A’ and ‘L’ in column ‘Ab’ denote
the cases of moderate and very low abandonment, respectively.
the largest one, where the two are comparable. In some cases, the cost margin is large. The
underperformance of CP is a consequence of simulation noise that is too large, in this example.
With CP, a very bad cut is possible and was occasionally seen: for CC2A with 27 minutes average
work, one run gave a cost of 975.05 while the 15 others ranged from 617.80 to 643.25 (across all
runs, some of which gave infeasible solutions).
Table 3 gives more information on the empirical optimum and typical solutions. In CC2L, the
CP solution has a large violation for one constraint. Our best solutions in CC2L have substantial
slack on the global SL constraint; the staffing is dictated by a constraint for a single class whose
load is usually low. In the empirical optimum, the fraction of calls that abandon was about 7.5%
in CC2A and 0.01% in CC2L.
6 Comparisons to existing and alternative approaches
6.1 The method of Wallace and Whitt (2005)
Modified Example 2 with skill-set constraints relaxed. We modify the example to fit the assumptions
of Wallace and Whitt (2005) (WW). Each agent has exactly two skills (call types) designated
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Ab Case Algo. Cost SL SLj∗
* - 657.00 0.850 ± 0.001 0.501 ± 0.004
L 2 RS 661.80 0.867 ± 0.001 0.487± 0.006
CP 664.95 0.868 ± 0.002 0.36± 0.02
* - 600.00 0.812 ± 0.001 0.505 ± 0.003
RS 610.55 0.865 ± 0.001 0.516 ± 0.003
A 3 RS* 610.35 0.803 ± 0.001 0.500 ± 0.002
CP 617.70 0.842 ± 0.001 0.487± 0.002
Table 3: Example 2: Cost and service level of the empirical optimum (“*”) and typical solutions.
Service levels below the target are typed in bold.
primary and secondary, and each skill pair exists in each location. There are 4160 agent types,
defined by the ordered pair of the two skills and the agent’s physical location. The routing rule is
that of WW. The solution found by the WW algorithm required 445 and 404 different agent types in
problems CC2L and CC2A, respectively. The cost was about 13% below our empirical optimum, in
both cases. This large cost reduction relative to our skill-constrained Example 2 is easy to explain:
some important skill pairs (i.e., pairs whose load is relatively large) do not exist alone; they are
“bundled” with other skills; so when this agent type is needed in the skill-constrained problem,
he/she is considerably costlier than in the relaxed problem.
Adapting the WW approach. All skill set constraints, cost structure, and routing are those of
our original examples. The square-root staffing formula of WW is applied for initialization, subject
to complying with existing skill sets: whenever they put a number of agents having a skill pair,
we put the same number of the cheapest of the existing agent types having this skill pair; if the
pair does not exist, then we put the cheapest agent type having the primary skill. Their search
algorithm is adapted to take into account the different cost between agent types. This approach
gave solutions of much higher cost than ours in Example 2, and comparable in Example 1. In two
runs of our algorithm with these solutions as initial ones, we found much better solutions, but still
not as good as found by our main approach. Thus, we have no reason to believe that this adapted
WW approach is competitive.
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6.2 Alternative Stage 1 evaluator and alternative optimizer
Generalizing the proposed approach, one can combine some optimizer over the staffing space with
some fast approximate evaluator of service levels (Stage 1) and then apply, if necessary, a local
adjustor supported by a more accurate evaluator (Stage 2). We specify several possibilities and
report algorithm performance for selected examples. One evaluator we consider is the loss approx-
imation of Koole and Talim (2000). The main finding of this comparison, which we detail next, is
that the final staffing appears to be rather insensitive to the errors in the underlying service-level
approximation.
The loss-approximation of Koole and Talim (2000) as evaluator. We replace the LD approx-
imation by the KT loss approximation and call the resulting staffing algorithm RS/KT. Thus,
during Stage 1, we determine feasibility by comparing one minus the approximated loss rates to
the corresponding target SL values. We compared RS/KT to our standard approach (RS/LD) in
our four problems. For problems CC2L and CC2A, the final costs were quite comparable. The
biggest cost differences occurred in CC1L: in 32 runs with parameters as in case 4, the minimum
and median RS/KT cost were 0.5 % and 0.9 % above the corresponding values of RS/LD, respec-
tively. Interestingly, at the end of Stage 1, the KT error is generally higher than the LD one,
especially in the low-abandonment case (note that Stage 1 of RS/KT behaves independently of
the abandonment aspect of the call center). In most of the 32 runs for CC1L, the global SL of
the RS/KT incumbent at the end of Stage 1 was under 10%, which is much lower than its typical
counterpart with RS/LD. In the higher-abandonment case, the KT error is not as large, which is
intuitive—the system behaves more like a loss system. As a consequence of larger SL error with
KT, Stage-2 execution times were much higher.
In the experiments with RS/KT and RS/LD, we observed that even though the solutions after
Stage 1 were far from feasible, the approximations were both useful in guiding the search into
interesting regions. Now suppose that we don’t have any approximation and we execute Stage 2
only starting with an all-one staffing vector (exactly one agent per agent type). For example CC1,
our search performed relatively well; being 2% and 1% above the empirical optimal cost for CC1N
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and CC1A respectively. However, in Example 2, the solution costs were about 10% higher. This
shows that one cannot rely solely on Stage 2; one also needs to execute Stage 1 with a somewhat
good approximation. Based on our results, this approximation does not necessarily need to be
very accurate on the performance measures, but it should allow the search to pick the good moves
among the multiple choices along the search. Certainly, an approximation with smaller error gaps
(in our case LD) would reduce the execution time of Stage 2 (when comparing the execution time
of RS/LD and RS/KT).
Simulation as evaluator. We replace the LD approximation by simulation and call the resulting
staffing algorithm RS/SIM. We need to select the simulation length T1 in the Stage 1 evaluator; for
this, we need some experimentation to find a T1 small enough so that enough solutions are examined
(and, ideally, normal termination occurs), while the Stage 1 work is kept reasonable. Then, as in
our main approach, we need to select a simulation length T in the adjustor (typically larger than
T1) to avoid large infeasibility in the final solution. RS/SIM was ineffective in Example 2. In CC2A,
with T1 = 25, T = 160, and B = {0.6, 0.8}, the costs for 5 runs ranged in [627.95, 637.15] and work
was about 15 hours. The approach was also ineffective in problem CC2N. Our experiments suggest
that this combination is unlikely to be effective, except perhaps in small dimensions, because of
the large number of solutions that must be evaluated by simulation.
Alternative optimizer. Approach CP/LD combines cutting planes and integer or linear pro-
gramming as optimizer, e.g., as in Cez¸ik and L’Ecuyer (2007), the LD approximation as evaluator,
and the usual simulation-based adjustor. CP/LD may be interesting when one is willing to accept
some loss in solution quality in exchange for faster execution. In problem CC2A, CP/LD did about
50 times fewer evaluations than RS, and stage-1 work was about 1 minute (a speedup of roughly
a factor of 10 relative to RS). However, the overall speedup was limited because of the need for
simulation-based adjustment.
7 Conclusion
We have developed search methods to support staffing in a multi-skill call center, formulated as a
mathematical program (P2) with constraints on the service levels. The search is supported by the
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loss-delay approximation of the service level for each call class. The approximation is most relevant
when the routing policy belongs to the overflow-routing family and extends Koole and Talim (2000)
by explicitly modeling call delays in queue. The search delivers a staffing that is locally optimal
over an approximation of the feasible set of solutions obtained by substituting the approximate
service-level functions for the exact ones. This solution is then adjusted for either feasibility or cost
reduction via simple local search methods, where simulation provides unbiased (noisy) estimates of
service levels.
We compared our approach to that of Cez¸ik and L’Ecuyer (2007), which is the only practical
alternative we are aware of. The comparison was done on examples for which (partial) data were
provided by our industrial sponsor, including explicit constraints on skill sets and policies in the
overflow-routing family. We assumed Poisson arrivals and exponential service times and considered
both substantial (exponential) abandonment and low abandonment. We solved problems under a
wide range of work budget. Our approach usually delivered better solutions than the alternative,
and this advantage increased as the work budget decreased. It also appears that the advantage
increases as problem dimension increases.
A crucial element of our approach is a fast approximation that supports the search in selecting
good moves among the many possible choices; the approximation’s accuracy does not appear to
be crucial. In our experiments, the loss-delay approximation had a small advantage over the loss
approximation of Koole and Talim (2000): it gave noticeably better solutions in one example (with
very high customer patience) and it also led to a generally faster algorithm. We conclude that our
search methods supported by the loss-delay, and possibly by other analytical approximations, can
be a useful tool in multi-skill staffing.
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Appendix A.0: Approximating other performance measures
Alternative definition of service level and approximation. The waiting time is defined as
the minimum of virtual waiting time and patience. Define an alternative service level, SL
(2)
j,p(x), as
the long-run fraction of calls that are not lost and whose waiting time is less the AWT, denoted
τ throughout Appendix A.0 (regardless of class). This is the fraction defining gj,p, modified by
adding to both enumerator and denominator the expected number of arrivals that wait less than
τ and abandon (that is, no arrivals are excluded in the denominator). This implies that gj,p =
(SL
(2)
j,p − θj)/(1 − θj), where θj is the long-run fraction of class-j calls that wait less than τ and
abandon. Our approximation of SL
(2)
j,p , denoted ŜL
(2)
j,p , is analogous to the LDA approximation,
except that we replace the function DA in (4) by the approximated probability that a call is lost
or its waiting time exceeds τ , conditional upon overflow to its last station; this is the right side in
(4) modified by multiplying the second term by the probability that patience exceeds τ , i.e., e−ητ .
A conceptually better approximation of gj,p. As a better approximation of our original
SL we could consider gˆj,p = (ŜL
(2)
j,p − θˆj)/(1 − θˆj), where
θˆj = (γ`(j),j/λj)
c−1∑
k=0
pis+k(µ
∗)
∫ τ
0
pk(µ
∗, t)ηe−ηtdt
approximates θj (this is obtained by conditioning on the patience time and employing the usual
analysis, i.e., class-j calls queue up at station `(j)). This gˆj,p is conceptually better than our
LDA approximation because it is consistent with the SL definition (1): it excludes the quickly-
abandoning calls and focuses on the waiting time. In our examples, the absolute difference between
these two approximations was no more than 0.5% when aggregated over all classes. Using gˆj,p
instead of the standard approximation in the staffing algorithm did not lead to noticeably better
staffing solutions. However, gˆj,p is considerably more expensive to compute (it requires numerical
integration to compute θˆj), so we view it as less attractive.
Other performance measures. The long-run fraction of class-j calls that abandon is
(γ`(j),j/λj)A`(j), where A`(j) is the long-run fraction of delay calls that abandon at the station `(j),
as derived in Section 3.2. The distribution of the (stationary) class-j waiting time is a mixture:
with probability γ`(j),j/λj , it is their waiting time at station `(j); otherwise, it is zero. Conditional
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on being positive, the waiting time exceeds τ with probability equal to the second term on the
right side of (4) multiplied by e−ητ . Thus, the class-j expected waiting time follows by integrating
this function of τ on (0,∞). The type-j service-completion rate at station i is fi,j = γi,j(1 − Ai)
if i = `(j), and γi,j(1−Bi) otherwise.
Appendix A.1: Pseudocodes
Figures 3 to 8 list pseudocodes for the procedures referred to in Section 4. Procedure Search
controls the Stage-1 search as shown in the outline in Figure 2. In the descriptions that follow,
Si = {j : i ∈ Rj} is the skill set of type-i agents; q∗ is the smallest-known infeasible move
size for agent removal; and NormalTermination is a boolean variable indicating whether normal
termination has occurred; | · | denotes set cardinality; round(x) is the integer closest to x; median(x)
is the median of the elements of x. RandUnif(P ), where P is a finite set, denotes an element of
P chosen randomly, uniformly over P . LD(x) signifies a call to the loss delay approximation for
staffing vector x; this returns the object LD; LD.isFeas, LD.globSL, LD.classSL, and LD.served
denote the feasibility indicator, global SL, SL for all classes i, and the service-completion rate for
all i and j, respectively. For approximation LDN, LD.indeterminate is an empty set if a solution
was found; otherwise, it is the station that was declared indeterminate. In the simulation-based
adjustment (Figures 7 and 8), calls to Simulate(x) return an object SIM whose fields are analogous
to those of object LD, except that they are simulation-based estimates.
Appendix A.2: Effect of initialization
We compared several initialization methods in our standard examples. The methods are now
described; in these descriptions, references are made to steps of procedure Init in Figure 3.
1. As in Figure 3, Alternative 5A. Favor specialist agents and require a fixed pseudo-SL (param-
eter ξ0) in step 4. Unless indicated otherwise, ξ0 = 0.8.
2. (Geometric). Minor variation of method 1; replace step 2 as follows: scan stations by increas-
ing cost, allocating a fraction β of the yet-unallocated arrival rate; the last station receives
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PROCEDURE: Init
OUTPUT: x = (xi)
m
i=1, an E-feasible staffing vector
CALLS: LD; function D (no aband.) or its counterpart DA (aband.).
1. i∗j = arg mini∈Rj ci, j ∈ N (cheapest feasible agent type, by call class)
2. Split arrival rate, by agent type and call class:
f˜i,j =
{
βλj if i = i
∗
j
(1− β)λj/(|Rj | − 1) if i ∈ Rj \ {i∗j}
}
, j ∈ N
3. Aggregated parameters, by agent type:
f˜i =
∑
j∈Si
f˜i,j,
1
µ˜i
=

∑
j∈Si
f˜i,j
f˜i
1
µi,j

 , τ˜i = ∑
j∈Si
f˜i,j
f˜i
τj, i ∈M
4A. ξ = ξ0
4B. xi = min{x : 1−D(τ˜i;x, 0, f˜i, 0, µ˜i) ≥ ξ}, i ∈M; x = (xi)mi=1
LD = LD(x); g = LD.globSL; (gj)
n
j=1 = LD.classSL
Alternative 5A. Ensure E-feasibility:
while (LD.isFeas = False)
if (LD.indeterminate = ∅)
(fi,j)j∈Si,i∈M = LD.served; g = LD.globSL; (gj)
n
j=1 = LD.classSL
if (g < l)
i = arg maxi∈M
P
j∈Si
fi,j
µi,j
xici
else
j∗ = arg maxj∈N (lj − gj); Cj∗ = Rj∗ ∩ {i : xi ≥ 1}; i = arg maxi∈Cj∗
fi,j∗
µi,j∗
P
j∈Si
fi,j
µi,j
end if
else
i = LD.indeterminate
end if
x = x + ei; LD = LD(x)
end while
OR
Alternative 5B. Ensure E-feasibility (control constraint slack):
while (g < l + (1− l)υ or (gj < lj + (1− lj)υ for some j ∈ N ))
ξ = ξ + (1− ξ)ζ
Execute step 4B
end while
Figure 3: Initialization. Steps 5A and 5B are alternatives of ensuring the staffing is E-feasible.
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PROCEDURE: Search
k = 1; x(1) = x; g∗ = LD.globSL(x(1)); q∗ =∞; q∗i =∞, ∀i ∈M
NormalTermination= False
while (NormalTermination= False and User-defined termination = False)
Select a positive integer move size q ≤ maxi x(k)i
if q < q∗
[k,x(k), g∗, q∗]← Remove(q, k,x(k), g∗, q∗)
else
[k,x(k), g∗, (q∗i )i∈M,NormalTermination]← Switch(q, k,x(k), g∗, (q∗i )i∈M)
end if
end while
Figure 4: Search integration.
[k,x(k), g∗, q∗] = function Remove(q, k,x(k), g∗, q∗)
T = {i : x(k)i ≥ q} (set of candidates)
if (T = ∅)
q∗ = min(q∗, q) (update the smallest-known infeasible move size)
return
end if
LDi = LD(x
(k) − qei), i ∈ T (evaluate candidates)
F = T ∩ {i : LDi.isFeas = True} (set of feasible candidates)
if (F 6= ∅)
g˜i = LDi.globSL, i ∈ F
ιi = (g
∗ − g˜i)/ci, i ∈ F
I∗ = arg mini∈F ιi (best candidate)
k = k + 1; x(k) = x(k−1) − qeI∗; g∗ = g˜I∗ ; q∗ =∞
else
q∗ = min(q∗, q) (update the smallest-known infeasible move size)
end if
Figure 5: Agent removal.
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[k,x(k), g∗, (q∗i )i∈M,NormalTermination] = function Switch(q, k,x
(k), g∗, (q∗i )i∈M)
P = {i : xi ≥ q, q∗i > q} (set of pivot candidates)
if P = ∅
if q > 1, return; else, NormalTermination= True; return; end if
end if
P = RandUnif(P) (selected pivot)
S = {i : ci < cP } (set of candidates to switch in)
if S = ∅
q∗P = min(q
∗
P , q) (update the smallest-known infeasible move size)
return
end if
LDi = LD(x
(k) − qeP + qei), i ∈ S (evaluate candidates)
F = S ∩ {i : LDi.isFeas = True} (set of feasible candidates)
if (F 6= ∅)
g˜i = LDi.globSL, i ∈ F
ιi = (g
∗ − g˜i)/(cP − ci), i ∈ F
I∗ = arg mini∈F ιi (best candidate)
k = k + 1; x(k) = x(k−1) − qeP + qeI∗ ; g∗ = g˜I∗ ; q∗i =∞, ∀i ∈M
else
q∗P = min(q
∗
P , q) (update the smallest-known infeasible move size)
end if
Figure 6: Agent switching.
PROCEDURE: SIMAdd
SIM = Simulate(x)
while (SIM.isFeas = False)
(fi,j)j∈Si,i∈M = SIM.served
g = SIM.globSL; (gj)
n
j=1 = SIM.classSL
if (maxj∈N{lj − gj} > 0) (a constraint for some class is violated)
j∗ = arg maxj∈N (lj − gj) (j∗ is class with maximum constraint violation)
Cj∗ = Rj∗ ∩ {i : xi ≥ 1}
i = arg maxi∈Cj∗
fi,j∗/µi,j∗P
j∈Si
fi,j/µi,j
(i is agent type maximally dedicated to class j∗)
else if (g < l) (the global constraint is violated)
i = arg maxi∈M
P
j∈Si
fi,j/µi,j
xici
(i is agent type maximizing occupancy-to-cost ratio)
end if
x = x + ei
SIM = Simulate(x)
end while
Figure 7: Adjusting a SIM-infeasible solution x for feasibility.
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PROCEDURE: SIMRemove
L = {i : xi ≥ 1} (set of candidates for removal)
k = 0; x(0) = x; SIM = Simulate(x)
while (SIM.isFeas = True and L 6= ∅)
(fi,j)j∈Si,i∈M = SIM.served
(gj)
n
j=1 = SIM.classSL
wi,j =
fi,j/µi,jP
k∈Si
fi,k/µi,k
, j ∈ Si, i ∈ L (busy-time fractions, by agent type and call class)
χi =
∑
j∈Si
wi,j(gj − lj), i ∈ L (excess capacity, by agent type
Let pi index L by decreasing cχ: cpi(1)χpi(1) ≥ cpi(2)χpi(2) ≥ . . . ≥ cpi(|L|)χpi(|L|).
for i = 1 to |L|
x = x(k) − epi(i); SIM = Simulate(x)
if (SIM.isFeas = True)
k = k + 1; x(k) = x
if (xpi(i) = 0)
L = L \ pi(i) (remove this type from candidate list)
end if
continue while
else
L = L \ pi(i) (remove this type from candidate list)
end if
end for
end while
Figure 8: Cost reduction of a SIM-feasible solution x.
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the remainder up to λj . Set ξ0 = 0.8.
3. (Overstaffing). Allocate a large number x for each agent type.
4. (Random). The type-i agent count is a random fraction Fi of a random total staffing Y
(except for rounding to the nearest integer). Replace steps 1-4 by the following:
4.1 (F1, F2, . . . Fm) ∼ Dirichlet(α1, . . . , αm) with αi = x for all i. (This distribution arises
from independent random variables Z1, Z2, . . . , Zm, where Zi has the χ
2 distribution with 2αi
degrees of freedom; the distribution of (Z1, Z2 . . . , Zm)/
∑m
j=1 Zj is Dirichlet(α1, . . . , αm). )
4.2 Y is set to ρ times U , where ρ =
∑
j∈N λi/µi is the aggregate load and U is a uniform
random variable on a range [l, u]
4.3 xi = round(Y Fi), i ∈M
Note that αi = x (all i) ensures symmetry across i, so no agent type is favored over others.
In methods 1, 2, and 4, if the solution at step 4 is E-infeasible, then E-feasibility is ensured at step
5A; in our large call center examples, this gave initial solutions with an unusually large fraction
of expensive agents relative to the total. The methods that follow are simple remedies to this
problem. The idea is to control explicitly the agent counts; in methods 5 and 6, this is done via
the arrival-rate splitting step 2, and then by increasing the pseudo-SL ξ until a given constraint
slack is met; in method 7, the agent counts are set as random fractions of a total staffing initialized
randomly, but determined iteratively until a minimum constraint slack is met.
5. Remedy for method 1, replacing 5A by 5B. The parameter υ = 0.05 controls the required
constraint slack. The parameter ζ = 0.03 controls the increase in ξ per iteration.
6. Remedy for method 2, replacing 5A by 5B. We set υ = 0.05, ζ = 0.03.
7. Remedy for method 4, replacing 5A as follows, with υ = 0.05:
while (g < l + (1− l)υ or (gj < lj + (1− lj)υ for some j ∈ N ))
Y = 1.02Y ; Compute x as in 4B; g = LD(x).globSL; (gj)
n
j=1 = LD(x).classSL
end while
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Figure 9: Boxplots of gap-to-empirical-optimum with various initializations for problem CC2A
based on 16 runs. From left to right: method 1 with β = 0.8 (B1); method 1 with β = 0.6 (B2);
method 1 with ξ0 = 0.3 and β = 0.8 (B3); method 1 with ξ0 = 0.3 and β = 0.6 (B4); method 5 with
β = 0.8 (B3∗); method 5 with β = 0.6 (B4∗); method 2 with β = 0.8 (G1); method 2 with β = 0.6
(G2); method 3 with x = 100 (S); method 4 with all ai = 1 and [l, u] varying as [0.8, 1] (D1a),
[1, 1.5] (D1b), and [1.5, 2] (D1c); method 7, remedies of the cases of method 4 (D1a∗, D1b∗, D1c∗,
resp.); method 4, counterparts of earlier cases of method 4, changing to all ai = 4 (D4a, D4b, and
D4c); and method 7, counterparts of the latter three cases of method 4 (D4a∗, D4b∗, and D4c∗).
We examined the gap-to-empirical-optimum for examples CC1L, CC1A, CC2L, and CC2A.
This will be shown below via boxplots of the final cost for all runs (i.e., we include those where the
final solution was infeasible). The average infeasibility gap G¯ is small (as discussed in the paper),
so little is lost by considering these instead of restricting results to feasible solutions. The noise due
to stage 2 was controlled to be negligible compared to other sources of noise. In problems CC1L,
CC1A, “Overstaffing” and “Random” did slightly worse than the others, but the gap to better
initializations was small: about 0.5% in CC1L, less than 1% for CC1A.
However, large sensitivity was seen in problems CC2L and CC2A. We discuss problem CC2A;
similar observations hold for CC2L. In Figure 9, we show the gap-to-empirical-optimum via box-
plots. Each box has lines at the lower quartile, median, and upper quartile values; whiskers extend
from the box out to the most extreme data value within 1.5 times the inter-quartile range (i.e., box
height); and outliers are values beyond the ends of the whiskers, marked “+”. In the four poor
performers that stand out, the common theme is that in the initial staffing, there were too many
expensive (many-skill) agents relative to the total. Methods 5 and 7 are effective remedies to their
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counterparts.
Our results suggest: (a) there exist problem instances and initializations where our approach
delivers poor solutions; (b) favoring specialist agents over more expensive ones appears to be an
effective general-purpose initialization heuristic (methods 1 and 2 with ξ0 determined by trial and
error to ensure E-feasibility; and methods 5 and 6); and (c) the methods in (b) yield better final
solutions than overstaffing (method 3) and randomized allocation (methods 4 and 7).
Appendix A.3: Effect of randomized search move size
The search neighborhoods depend on the move size q. We evaluated experimentally the following
choices: q = 1; q is a random variable with uniform distribution on {1, 2, . . . ,maxi∈M(x(k)i )}, i.e.,
the set of nontrivial move sizes for incumbent x(k) (Uniform); and q = max(1, round(X)), where
X is an exponential random variable with mean x times the median of the components of the
incumbent solution (x∗med). We summarize empirical results over examples CC1A, CC2L, and
CC2A. We turned off multistart; initialization was via method 1 with ξ0= 0.8 on all examples,
β = 0.7 for CC1, and β0 = 0.8 for CC2. Work was controlled by a stage-1 time limit of 12 CPU
hours and by setting T = 640 for CC1, T = 320 for CC2L, and T = 160 for CC2A. Based on 32 runs,
q = 1 slightly underperformed in CC1A; Choices “Uniform” and “5*med” slightly underperformed
in CC2L. The difference in median gap-to-empirical-optimum between the best and worst method
was about 0.5% in CC1A and CC2L, and smaller in the other examples. The largest difference
in minimum gap-to-empirical-optimum occurred in CC2A, where “1*med” was better (lower) than
“Uniform” by about 1%. Over all examples, “0.5*med” and “1*med” were slightly better choices.
Appendix A.4: Proof of Proposition 2.
Membership of µ in I implies λD < sµ, so h is well-defined in I. For the existence of a root, it is easy
to see that h is continuous with limµ→µ1 h(µ) < 0 and h(µ2) > 0. To show uniqueness of the root,
first observe that B(µ) =
[
1 + s! (1− λD/(sµ))
∑s−1
k=0 ((λD + λL)/µ)
k−s /k!
]−1
(by simplification),
so B has derivative B ′(µ) < 0 on I. Differentiation of h gives h′(µ) = w′(µ)(1/µD − 1/µL) + 1/µ2,
where w′(µ) = λDλLB
′(µ)/{µD + µL[1 − B(µ)]}2 < 0 on I; the assumption µD > µL now implies
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h′(µ) > 0 on I.
Appendix A.5: Parameters used for the cutting-plane algorithm
CP is initialized by solving a set-covering problem that provides a solution for which the agents
can cover a fraction αj of the load of call class j for each j (in a fluid model), for some constants
αj chosen heuristically. It is recommended to use αj = 1 when there are low abandonments, and
slightly smaller numbers if there are moderate abandonments. We followed these recommendations.
For instances with abandonment, this yielded an initial solution with global SL above the target
and affected negatively the solution quality; in these cases, α was iteratively decreased by 0.1 until
the initial solution had a global SL below the target; this gave α = 0.9 for example 1 and α = 0.8 for
example 2. In our experience, α was the most influential parameter. CP was also sensitive to di,
i ∈M, the number of agents of type i added to the current solution when estimating subgradients.
Cez¸ik and L’Ecuyer (2007) recommend using dj > 1 if class j has low service level or the simulation
is not very long (is noisy). We set di = 1, with the following exceptions that gave better results:
di = 2 when T ≤ 50; in most cases, a higher di did not change the results significantly. In CC2A,
di = 1 gave poor results, so we set di = 2 for all T .
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